April 2017

Editor's Desk (Shona LaFortune – editor@nwphoto.org)
Have you visited our website lately? It looks really good, doesn’t it?
This issue is dedicated to our awesome club website. We might take it for granted, but think about
how much we use it, from hosting galleries of outings, theme and personal images to providing a way
to upload our entries, to the more mundane (but no less important) activities’ information, it’s all there.
We show you changes over the years to our current site. Our webmaster, Derek Carlin, has (and is
continuing to) put in a tremendous amount of thought, time and skill.
Look for the feature articles in this issue, and enjoy our new website!

Upcoming Meetings (program@nwphoto.org)
April 25 – Creative Portraits – Working with Models - Wow, our own (new member) Eric
Masserelli is going to talk about working with models, with lots of helpful information through the
whole process. This is one you won’t want to miss. See the website for an outline of the planned
topics.
Also on the agenda, the selection committee will show our club entry for the Fraser Valley Invitational.
May 2 – Where did you take that? This is a member sharing evening with a twist. Share up to 3
images (or a 1-2 minute slideshow) taken from one location within a 1.5 hour travel distance from
New West and be prepared to talk about why you like this location for photography. Lots more
information on the website. Images must be uploaded by April 29.

Upcoming Outings (outings@nwphoto.org)
May 21 – Day Trip to Bowen Island where we will meet up with members of the Bowen Island Photo
Club. They will show us around, so this is a great opportunity to get “insider” viewpoints.
It is essential that you email outings@nwphoto.org to confirm attendance.
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We are departing on the 10:05 ferry leaving Horseshoe Bay so allow yourself plenty of time to drive or
take transit. Please make carpooling arrangements at a meeting well ahead of time. If you use
transit, you don’t want to be stranded on the other side without a ride. Return ferry is planned for 3:10
PM but you may also catch the 12:45. The ferry costs $12.35 for walk-on. If you carpool, please chip
in for the vehicle and ferry costs. Please refer to the website for further details and information.
June 24: Squamish Docks and Shannon Falls – details TBA. Watch the website.
Many more details for all outings can be found on the website: http://nwphoto.org/outings.php
Visitors are welcome to attend any outing; you do not need to be a member.

Themes (themes@nwphoto.org)
Closing on April 16 (that’s any day, people), Arts and Crafts, looking for photos of people making art
and/or doing crafts, or photos that have some sort of intriguing composition involving arts and crafts.
This won’t be one you can necessarily dig from your archives at the last minute, people, so keep your
eyes open! Or dig out those craft supplies!
And just open, Geometric Shapes, “circle, square, oval, pyramid, hexagon . . . “ Make one the
subject of your photo. Easy, right? This one closes May 14. Exactly – sooner than you think!

Theme Results
Here are the top 10 scoring images for last completed theme, Architecture:
Title
In the Footsteps of the Gladiators
Infra-Residence
Stadium Roof Opener
Edges and Curves
Bay Windows of Malta
Reach for the Sky
Smoothness
Elegance Past
Evening at Central City
Light and Curves

Photographer
Michael D.
Warren B.
Tim S.
Peter Eisenbock
Ben W.
Bruce F.
Bruce F.
Kathy H.
Warren B.
Kathy H.

Place (score)
10th
9th
8th
6th/7th (tie)
6th/7th (tie)
5th
4th (27 pts)
3rd (38 pts)
2nd (43 pts)
1st (53 pts)

Congrats to all! Images can be viewed in the Themes section of the club website.
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When there are a lot of strong entries for a theme, sometimes not all the good ones make the top 10.
I’ve selected a few here – Ed. (Please see the website for full-sized images.)

An Elevated Place of Learning ©
Michael D. Beautifully handled
black and white with a small
figure for scale.

My Kingdom for a Level © Brenda F. Such fun
angles and the blue in the windows. Some
commenters wanted to see more saturation in
the blue.

Trio of Towers – Tim S. – This
one has beautiful lighting and
sky, good lines and repetition.

nwphoto.org - The Big Reveal
Restaurants and other businesses sometimes do what’s called a “soft opening”,
that is, they open without fanfare to give staff some shakedown time before the
official “grand opening”. Our website opened like that . . . quietly, without notice
– suddenly it was there.
Starting with some history of the site, our webmaster supreme, Derek, then talks about his reasons
for the “choice of direction” in the site redesign.

Website circa 2005. Check out that visitor
counter.
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In 2006, Derek, our current webmaster,
was elected at the AGM. At first he
worked with what was already there,
adding little bits like menu bars to make
it easier to find pages.

In 2007, the webmaster started to
evolve the site. The first significant
feature added was the ability for
members to upload their own outing
images, but the pages were still pretty
much what they had been before.
(Note also the addition of “The Fast
Track”.)

Now fly to the next page . . .
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During the summer of 2007, Derek
spent about 3 months redesigning the
look of the site. For the most part, this
became the look of the site that lasted
until 2017. (We’ll call this version 2)

Which brings us to April, 2016, when Derek began the major redesign of the site:

The new look

(Derek Carlin)

In designing the "new look" I kept the following key ideas foremost in mind:


Update the look of the site; the old look was very much "early 2000's"



Unify that look across the whole site (the old site had been evolving for 10+ years, so page
format varied greatly between oldest and newest pages).
With that unifying effort, I also consolidated the use of various icons (e.g. a pencil icon means
"to edit/write something". A chain-link icon is always a link to another page within our site, etc.)
"Information type" icons help (with frequent use of the site) to quickly identify items in a list of
different items (e.g. icons for meetings, outings, and themes in Activities page list).



Provide quick access to commonly needed information (e.g. "Quick Links" available on more
pages, the home page carousel lists information about "next activities" with details only 1 click
away, etc.)



Consolidate information. Club activities (themes, meetings, outings) are collected onto a single
page. All upload functions are on a single "My Uploads" page.



Update colour scheme. I chose a darker colour scheme to help images stand out more on a
screen. The “blacks and grays look” that is so common these days is often referred to as a
"carbon" colour scheme.



Improve the photo-viewing experience -- more use of "full-screen" displays and a simpler
layout with fewer collapsing panels (e.g. for comments), and the ability to dismiss distracting
elements (captions and ribbons) when in full screen.
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Over the years, on the year-end surveys, people have repeatedly asked for image carousels,
so those have been incorporated into the site. There are multiple ways to view image galleries,
so people may use the one that is most comfortable for them.


Provide a site that is more platform friendly. While it still looks best on a desktop screen, the
site should at least be usable on tablets and phones. (Mobile devices (phones and tablets)
make up about 20% of our site traffic, up from only 5% three years ago.) Text is larger by
default and lists are simpler in layout.

And in April 2017, Version 3 of
the site was released.

And, while the public face has changed, the work is only about half done -- since now I must turn my
attention to all the back-end administrative functions the executive uses.
And before we return to our regular programming, do we have the best webmaster ever??!!

NWPC Treks (Nathan Emmerson, Outings Coordinator)
I wanted to provide a summary after attending the outing in March to the Powerhouse at Stave
Falls. As I hopped in the car to make the trek that Sunday morning, the sky was clear and blue.
Things were looking good. As we drove from New West through Coquitlam, the clear blue sky had
changed to dark and cloudy. As we drove through Pitt Meadows, the clouds started to rain. In Maple
Ridge, the rain had turned to a rain and snow mix and upon arrival to the powerhouse, the snow was
sticking a little and the wind had increased making it quite cold. It was interesting to see how the
weather had changed along the way and nice to see 20+ people show up for the tour. We had many
current members, a past member, and a fellow who was not a member, checking us out for the first
time, join us.
The tour was great but unfortunately since I was taking lots of photos, I admit I missed pieces of what
was said. I might just have to go back soon to re-do the tour so I catch what I missed. Who’s coming
back with me???
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Thank you for the feedback. I do appreciate it all. Don’t feel you must wait until the end-of-the-season
survey to leave comments or suggestions of outings you would like to see. You can always send a
message to outings@nwphoto.org and I can add your items to the list. Deciding when and where to
go for an outing can be an easy task, but to have a good turnout (this outing was the most attended
this season) makes all the planning worth it. I thank you and look forward to you joining us for future
outings this season.
A few images from the Powerhouse Outing:

Left: Plasma © Derek C. (perfect effects for this subject) and on the right: The Plasma Dance © Milada D. with a different
colour scheme. Members on outings find many ways to interpret the same subjects.

Breakers © Harry T. using an effective treatment to enhance the aged look.
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Sakura Daze!

(Karen Justice)

April NWPC Outing

morning rush—
cherry petals crowd
the busker’s cap
This is just one example of the gentle haiku verses that caught my eye, displayed like blooms along a
meandering garden path. Pause to read and to breathe, to take in this celebration of subtlety, nudging
emotion to the surface.
At least ten stalwart club members braved the rain (and in some places, squelched through the mud)
on April 8th, taking in numerous sights, sounds and flavours on our club outing to the Sakura Days
Japan Fair held throughout the weekend at VanDusen Garden, part of the annual Vancouver Cherry
Blossom Festival. Attendance was down overall due to the damp weather, but there were still a
surprising number of enthusiastic folks wandering the grounds, enjoying the celebratory atmosphere
(and terrific photo ops) at every turn. Volunteers were plentiful and extremely helpful, to boot.
Vendors featuring beautiful traditional wares and clothing and others with fun pop culture kitsch
abounded; eye-catching classic kimono wearers and Animé characters crossed paths in the spring
drizzle, pausing to chat and pose for pictures together.
As many of you know, the flora of VanDusen offers its own visual and scented abundance at any time
of year, and the spring is no exception. I’m sharing a few images here and am sure there will be
myriad more in the outing gallery by the time you read this. If you have an opportunity to check out
this event next year, don’t miss it, rain or shine. My camera and I will definitely be back.

On Display © Karen J.
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Rainy Garden Wander © Karen J.

Past Meets Present © Karen J.

Capture Photography Festival
It’s here, and it’s fantastic! Throughout the month of April (and a few dipping into May), there are
photographic exhibits all over Metro Vancouver. Do not miss this opportunity to view stunning,
thought-provoking and perhaps inspirational photographs. And check the “Events” list for artists’
talks, etc.
The website: http://capturephotofest.com/
A list of all exhibitions (linked on the bottom of the home page):
http://capturephotofest.com/exhibitions/
The images and information below are for New Westminster galleries, but there are so many more!

Hastings: A Second Look, exhibition by Gabor Gasztonyi,
in his studio at 730 12th Street, New Westminster. To May
13; gallery hours vary; call 778-397-1449 to verify.
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New Media Gallery (Anvil Centre) presents Brink, “a group
exhibition that pivots between control and anarchy.” 777
Columbia St., New West, to April 30.

Photo Ops and Deadlines
If it seems that everything is coming up at once, you may be right. Get these on your calendar so you
won’t forget a vital deadline, or an interesting photo opportunity:
April 14 – 17 – Easter Weekend.
April 15: Crescent Beach Photography Club 2017 Invitational Black and White Print Challenge
judging at St. Mark’s Church Hall, 12953 20th Avenue, Surrey. Doors open at 6:30 PM; judging at
7:00 PM. Admission $10. Door prizes and refreshments.
April 16: Entries close for our online theme “Arts and Crafts”.
April 23: Photo op if you like old motorcycles; the Classic & Vintage Motorcycle Swap Meet and
Show & Shine is at the Cloverdale Agriplex. Lots of vendor booths if you’re looking for parts or
leathers or magazines, or just wander through the parking lot and photograph the variety of shapes,
colours and chrome. There will be a 1917 Harley there, to celebrate their 100 years in Canada.
April 29: Deadline for submitting your member sharing images for the May 2 meeting. Drop them
into the club’s Dropbox on the site (log in them look for the little up arrow to the right of your name).
May 9: BC Provincial Election polling day. Please exercise your right to vote . . . and choose wisely.
May 13: Fraser Valley Invitational, Clayton Heights Secondary School, 7003-188 Street, Surrey.
Tickets from the club in advance ($18) or at the door ($20). Doors open at 6:30.
May 14: DEADLINE EXTENDED (from April 16), for entries for consideration for our Queens Park
Gallery exhibit. Theme is “This City, Our Way: New West through the lens”. Earlier is better, folks!
May 14: Also, entries close for the theme “Geometric Shapes”.
May 21: Club outing Day Trip to Bowen Island.
June 24: Club outing to Squamish. Details TBA.
June 28 – 30: Camera Canada Conference 2017 in our nation’s capital. Ottawa will be putting on a
show for our 150th anniversary, so if you’re interested, don’t wait to register, especially for
accommodation. www.ccc2017.ca.
July 1: Canada Day. . . and our exhibit opens at The Gallery at Queen’s Park.
July 5: Official opening reception for our gallery exhibit. 6:00 – 8:00 PM
www.nwphoto.org or find us on Facebook or Twitter!
Spring graphics under licence from Design Cuts. Fireworks: creative commons licensing. Cherry blossoms CGA image © Shona L. All other images
copyrighted by the photographers, as noted.
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